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Theorem: Let (*,2) be an incidence
-

geometry. Suppose
for each line l

there exists
a bijection foil -> IR. This

Define d: BxB-
1as follows: we[Given P,QE, let& be the

for

Unique line
& through P and Q, l

and define

d(s,a)
=(fe(P) - f(a))

~IR

· fe(alTo fold
I d(P,a)↓

The function agiven
above is

a distance function
and

makes (1, 2, d) a metric geometry

where fre is a ruler for le



↳rf: All we have to show

is thatd
is a distance function.

Let4, Q- 8.
Lett be the

unique line through P and Q

(i) d(P,a)
=(fn(P) - f(a))>0
↳male

in IR

(ii) d(P,0)
=0

x -IR

iff (fe(pl- fe(a))
=0

|x) =0
iff fr(P)- fe(a)

=0
iff

iff fe(p)
=fe(a)
[
X
=0

it=p =

ain



(ii) d(P, Q)=(fe(P)-fe(Q11

=If(a) - fe(PI)
=d(a,P)

⑰
Heythis tothe Hyperbolic

plane I=(H1,H).

LetP, QE HI.

We wanttodefine
a distance

function thatrespects
the

bijections that
we mude

on Monday.



1: Suppose P=(a,y,)

and Q
=(a, y2) both

lie on at

Recall thatgiaL ->R

defined by g(a,y)
=(n(y)

was a bijection.

Define

d(P,a) =(g(P)
- g(a))

= ((n(y,) -(n(y2))

= In ()l



-2: Suppose P =(x, y1)

and Q =(x2, 32) both lie

or chr

Recall that
fic- R

x - ctr

given by f(x,y)
=(n)5 I

is a bijection

Define

d(P,a)
=(f(P) - f(a))

= (Ins- In)f

-inl



#: Given the hyperbolic

plane If=( All, 2H), define

di:HIxHl -> IRas
follows:

LetP =(x,y,),G =(xn,32)

Define

das-jectfwmoxyre



Brem:If= (HI), 2H,dH)
is a metric geometryusing

the rulers

f:aL - IRgiven by f(a,y)
=(n(y)

and

fich-IR given by f(x,y)=In(4

We call these
themdrulers

for If.

Frof: Already
did itall.

⑰

Elchanged 9 tof tosimplify



EX:LetP=(1,5) and Q = (1,4)

be in the hyperbolic plane.

Einlie on in
- i - 2

a=(1,4)-
(4)

- O &H(P,A)It I I- I

= -
g(1,5-

in(43)
-

-
standard ruler: f(P) =(n(5) = - 1.0986...

f(1,y)
=(n(y) f(x) =(n)4) =1.386...

-meratesof P, Q under

the standard ruler
one

f(P) =(n("3)-
- 1,0986

f(x) =(n(4) =1.3.86



And

di(4,a) =((n))) =(in(it))
↳n849
same as

#

- (n(4))



*Recall from Topic 1

thatP
=(0,11,k

=(1,2), R=(2,55)

all lie on 245. One can

also show thatS
=(3,21 is

[Vs =2.23]
-R
X f

- - 2

· (n)-2 +55)

- -

0 · (n)-2 +E)
L. I - I& +/

- I
C=2

druler - 2

f(x,y) =(n)(
+5)

f(P) =(n)-5) =(n)- z +55) = -1.4436...



f(x) =(n)(5) =(n)- +5) ==0.4812

f(R) =(n)5) =(n(1) =0

f(s) =(n)-5) =(n(+E)
=0.4812

And

diCP,5) =(f(P) - f(S1)
=((n(2 + rs) - (n(t +l)

aregu


